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O Three girls come to dinner.
O Three girls come to dinner.
O Three girls come to dinner.
O The men wash ten dishes.
O The men wash ten dishes.
O The men wash ten dishes.
O Five children play tag on the grass.
O Five children play tag on the grass.
O Five children play tag on the grass.

B. Look at the picture. Complete each sentence with an adjective from the
box.
1. There are ______________ people in this family.
2. There are ______________ children.
3. There is ______________ man.

C. Circle and write the adjective that tells how many.
1. Sammy has two sisters. ______________________
2. We saw ten children. ________________________
3. I see four girls on a bench. ______________________
4. Mom rocks one baby. __________________________
5. My brother paints two chairs. _______________________
6. Peter stacks ten blocks. ____________________________
D. Draw lines to match the words to the pictures.

1. three cribs

2. two chairs
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A. Complete the sentences using the correct adjective.

1. Saturn is _________________________ than Earth.
a) big

b) bigger

c) biggest

2. Mercury is the ______________________ planet in the Solar System.
a) small

b) smaller

c) smallest

3. Mercury is the _______________________ planet in the Solar System.
a) hot

b) hotter

c) hottest

4. Her dress is __________________ than my dress.
a) short

b) shorter

c) shortest

5. I am _____________________ than my sister.

a) old

b) older

c) oldest

B. Add er or est to the given words. Write the new word on the line.

1. My hair is ____________________ than her hair. (long)
2. Sam is the ______________________of all. (short)
3. Sarah is __________________than her sister. (old)
4. Grandma is ____________________of all. (old)
5. Pam is the ___________________ of all. (fast)
6. The cape is _____________________ than the jacket. (long)
7. The cap is ______________________than the hat. (small)
8. Which is the ______________________wig of the three. (long)
9. Ben is _______________________ than Wes. (quiet)
10. Hopper is ____________________ than Henry. (taller)

